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Ehimika Ehimigbai()
 



Nelson Mandela In Nigeria
 
Soothsayers are not
Needed to reassure
The importance of this time
 
Compass is not good
Enough in this case to
Direct us who is good and fine
 
Development all we need for
Nigeria to rejoice hah hah
Haven reaches her prime
 
Eyes are watching
But the truth is
That the future is mine
 
Cabinets contribute capitally
Little but the citizenry
Solely determines when to change
 
This is democracy remember
Then Nigeria will
Smile again
 
All to do is choose
The Nelson Mandela in
Nigeria today
 
Just to improve our
Capacity and character
All for Nigeria's conquest
 
The Nelson that will fight
Corruption like apartheid
Bring development like egalitarianism
Just like Nelson Mandela of South Africa
 
The right person is me
I'm the Nelson Mandela in Nigeria



I will
With God and your support
So humbly present  me to you
One Nigeria, strong forever
One Nigeria, better together
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Letter To Nija Youths
 
Dear youths
If others can, we can
Let's celebrate
values, virtues,
vigour, vision
Together we shall make
Nija victorious
Your fellow patriots
Corper Ehimika
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Reason, Stop Killings
 
If you can take life
Then takeyours alone
You have no right
Taking others along
You are not permitted
Taking even yours
So why others
Since is only murder
Don't be deceived
Stop the killings
Decide not to be devilish
But different in dignity
Reason
Stop the killings
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Stop Violence
 
We have conscience,
we want paradise.
Stop violence,
it's antagonist of paradise.
Embracing individual differences,
shows we are mature.
Nigerians,
have clear consciences
with ourselves,
for a great future.
Stop violence.
Learn patience.
Nigeria my country,
let's live in peace and unity.
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Take A Look
 
Take a lookat me,
you will not see my heart.
Then look again,
my eyes you see.
If you see me,
you see not real.
Take a closer look,
Then you see a closed book,
waiting for you to read.
After u've really known me;
You can't just guess,
I may be the best guest.
Take a look,
Take it twice;
It then shows,
a companion to know.
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Fight For A Flight
 
I'm not a pugilist nor wrestler
There before me a monster
I learnt is a fight for everyone who must win
The fight against impossibilities
Fight your way for a flight
This is the slogan for success
Your flight, only if you win the fight
Have a nicetrip when better than opposition
Failure, the opponent in the fight
Fight for a flight
Night modified to light
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Today Is Great
 
Today is a great day
What do you think about it
It has been made so, I say
Our happiest moment is just a bit
of how great is today
The bird knows better
that a day with joy pays
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Relax And Redefine
 
Too many see life as something normal
Live and die like any, that's the slogan
What you see you take, just adjust
Circumstances gullible
So, given to chance
Relax and redefine life
Redirect and regenerate existence.
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I Will Reach The End
 
Life is not a place to blend
It is a forum to contend
So sure of one thing to pend
I will surely reach the end
 
Life comes just as if to offend
You have to be serious
not a time to pretend
Circumstances ready to make you bend
But surely, I'll reach the end
 
I will reach the end
No matter the determination to lend
My best and all to send
To a world that will
make me up to the end
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Be A Friend
 
Some come
The rest go
But a friend
It's not hard to know
Be a friend
The next one indeed
A friend in need
Always there for you
Be a friend
Who could complement
Be a friend
That worth compliment
A friend
Loves at all time
The one that's there
Though you commit a crime
Be a friend
That understand
Be a friend
That make me outstand
Be a friend
Danger to withstand
Cos u're there
A friend
Together we stand
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Actualizing Target
 
Target is like a market
Your present worth
Determines what you get
 
Set high targets
Vow to reach it
Just to be your best
 
Work towards targets
Build yourself
Against all odds
 
Believe in your targets
Learn to pray
Then neverregret
 
Make your targets sure
Give setbacks a cure
Improve your worth more
Accomplishing targets is then sure
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Joyless Toad
 
You talk till its dawn,
with your work nothing its done.
You kill the weak,
bring down the strong
all with your tongue.
Ranting is your name,
your hobby is shifting
the blame
Panting with passion.
A zeal without the right information
Joyless toad
the master of present weakness
Don't say you weren't told.
Change for posterity sake
and goodness.
Will you change?
Believe you are always right,
and have the absolute might
No wonder you talk,
making everyone else timid
there is never Mr. Right
Joyless toad.
Forever be meek
reason before you block the road
Concise dialogue before danger
Friend, joyless toad
Never claim not to know
I know
Joyless toad will change.
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Will Never Work
 
My life is a food,
tasty with the right ingredients.
Add anything rude?
Never will it make you
a food president
 
Will never work
when we live with no worth
Will never work
if u're still corrupt
 
Believe in integrity
Possess a good identity
Make a better priority
to be a blameless celebrity
Know that unstable reality
is substance impossibility
For it will never work
Again, it will never work
never will it happen by luck
Just be a good Nigerian
I too will do the best
then under development, will never work.
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Yes I Will For Nigeria
 
Are you a good bride?
Of the groom Nigeria
The groom smiles with my act.
Can this be true with you?
 
Lets attain and retain Nigeria's pride
So the world can know we ride
in peace, progress and prosperity.
Will you do it?
Make Nigeria the groom
attain and retain her pride again?
 
If you know u'll
Say I will
Next option
its worse than lions den
I will
Yes, I will make Nigeria proud.
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First Child
 
Wisdom first child is a jewel
Beautiful like an angel
Making us smile
having virtues that shines
 
My first child is good
Abiding in the right mood
Believe in God
despite all odds
 
My first child is outstanding
a professor of life with understanding
A symbol of success
imparting without pretense
 
My first child is a star
he is a great man
knows what is life
the pet of my wife
 
My first child is those who change
from bad to good no matter the range
to let progress reign
from age to age
 
Be a golden child
Adopt wisdom as your father
then u'll go higher
Becoming wisdom's first child.
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Setting The Dance
 
There is a place
empowered to make you great
Like a beggar
wants your attention
for your good production
Setting the dance
mu earnest heart trance
Setting the dance
this could be my last chance
Setting the dance
do to be a good glance
Immediately I'm done with this
I will set the dance
best way to make my pounds
Setting the dance
Be useful
Innovative solutions
Just setting the dance
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Look Beyond
 
Look beyond
Feel the future
Look beyond
See a structure
 
Open you eyes
See the light
of a dream come true
with no bulging issue
 
I look beyond
I also think you do
I see the country better
I feel a better leader
 
Yes a leader
Illuminating my fleshly shelter
I look beyond
Becoming a servant leader
 
Nigeria is great
I know with believe sight
That Nigeria will create
A green land without night
 
A leader for real
Can do this thing
Give us this rear deal
To take us from all ordeals
 
Look beyond
See a good Nigeria
I will join and make us matter
With God and your willingness
Look beyond impossibilities.
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Peace Givings
 
Seeing is feeling
Giving is living.
One see to give,
others feel to live.
Nothing will hurt,
its peace givings.
Refreshes like air-conditioner,
makes you transformational.
Giving peace for violence,
reformer with better emergence.
You are without pretense,
live God for vengeance,
Peace givings all the way
till all trouble stay lay,
This I'll do
Peace givings
Surest for conquest
For development growth
Peace givings
the way, making us great.
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Yearn Against Boko Haram
 
This people are good
But from the wrong side
They will change if they choose
Boko Haram, understand life is true
 
Life is not about kill
It improves what you give
Don't think Allah is wicked
Just the way you take it to be
 
Never be influenced
Learn to always be good
As I know you really want to be
Yearn against Boko Haram
My friend, never be rude
 
Boko Haram isn't the best way to fight
Danger and violence brings no light
Good personal and communal
development is our real might
 
The country can help
But you can profit yourself better
Allah will soon care
With Peace against Boko Haram forever
 
I Yearn
You Yearn
We Yearn
Then Nigeria will be out of fear
Boko Haram again the world will never hear
Let us yearn
For Allah is very dear
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My Victory
 
This is mine
A world to shine
Things is fine
I will drink my prosperity wine
 
My victory
is sure
My strategies
are pure
 
My victory
Principles turn to prosperity
Believe and beware
Two things to share
 
Believe is my victory
I know I can
For I know a man
He camouflages
so He is me
 
Beware is my victory
Beware of past failures
This is a great mystery
Believe and beware for
a prosperous future
My victory
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May I Know
 
May I know
Where to go
When life refuses to show
What I need to grow
 
May I know
What to do
To make my love
Never say no
So her heart in full
With love and God
The world will glow
 
May I know
With great delight
My blessings flow
So we be rich without a fight
Becoming a great show
Of God, the light
 
May I know
How to step without stop
Into shinning without shouting
Maximizing myself
Harmonizing with herself
 
May I know
What it takes
To grow a famous family
Indubitably with no mistake
May I know.
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Who To Blame For Corruption?
 
Some blame the leaders,
Others the followers,
But I blame resilient dealers
of erroneous matters.
 
I blame myself,
you blame yourself.
Together we will stop corruption.
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Rise Against This Lice
 
One Nigeria for sure,
together we'll make things pure;
We must rise,
to bring up our spice;
Yes, spice of accomplishment and glitz;
Only just to kill our lice.
It's always talked about,
infesting every sector without doubt;
Who is against this lice?
We must kill it, the price.
A change to kill this great parasite,
no, never we can't bear this bite;
And when it is killed,
Corruption certainly becomes cancelled.
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Kill This Thing
 
Everything could be corrupt
But corruption isn't everything
So I choose to kill or disrupt
This devil with bad something
 
 
Kill the devil in my country
Corruption the devil
All I know will agree
That this devil is only evil
 
Kill this thing
Bury it in
At forgettable darkness inn
Then we're truly cleans
from this sin
Surely shall we know that
we will win
When it doesn't appear again
Not even as a pin
 
Africa can then shine
Nigeria can dream dreams
And know it will come to pass
For no devil can kill our progress
If we form a team
And kill this thing.
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Why Nigeria?
 
Shall we continue like this?
In uncertainty and wants?
With insecurity, our woes?
When there is something to do?
 
 
Lets tell ourselves we are able
to build a country that is stable,
Above any fear and fable,
cos from courage comes conquest.
 
Lets remind ourselves of the past,
During civil wars with the fight;
How we almost died fast,
Rejuvenated I believe not for bomb blast
Certainly to build, to last.
 
Why Nigeria?
Why now when we're Africa's hope?
With our great prospect
About to fly in the horizon.
 
 
Lets say no to terrorism
And believe in our great diversity,
We can make it all in unixism
Forever together, Nigeria will be.
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We Can Survive
 
No matter the stress and strain
Known as a corrupt Nation
Nigeria, we can survive the pain
And reap our portion of great industrialization
 
We have no choice, but survive
We can not die and divide
Corruption free enables to unite
A Nigeria which certainly will revive
 
Corruption can reduce, by you and me
Play your part and I will to meet our needs
To see Nigeria survive and lead
A world free of corruption and greed.
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If You Care
 
You so special
like gold in my pocket
I appreciate your beauty
Mostly your personality
 
You so essential
to my life like socket
to wire for electricity
If you care
You are my dignity
 
I like when you smile
Appreciate you better
when you are shy
Lets go up on the mile
of love till we shine
up the sky
 
If you care
I love you dare
If you care
We have something to share
Lets build on life
Lets live and become five
If you care
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I Am Young
 
I am young
The future of Nigeria
 
I should not do wrong
I am young
 
Venturing possibilities my only song
Character positivities my essentials
I am young
The future of Nigeria
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Hope Wins
 
Let the drums roll
Dancing starts, with rejoicing
Achieved what is known
With hope, we win
The country now blazing
 
The country anticipated
The country participated
What we hoped
That we hold
 
Music at high tempo
Celebration by every  fellow
My country with hope
In victory
Now as show
 
Hope wins
Bring the music
Also make it easy
To sing in victory
High hope
with focus changes things
Hope wins
No tricks
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Mark And Tag
 
Life is short
Mark and tag
Never procrastinate
Mark and tag
 
I will be fast
When I can mark and tag
Wasting no time
to know what is mine
 
Your destiny
its achieved by aiming
Make it truly ready
Start by discovery
 
Mark and tag
Know were to go
Choose where to flow
Mark and tag
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Our Life
 
What you do matters
Even to me
Since it could make us
worse or better
Its our life
 
Please do ponder
It is mystery wonder
Your life is our life
Promote our life
 
I mean your life
It affects my life
Nature made it so
Attitude is contagious you know
 
Put in your best
Build our life
Make character development the first
Or we may all die
 
Your life important to us
Our life must not loss
It must work by force
Cleaving to the right source
Developing our life
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Teach Us
 
We want to be taught
Want to have our feet firm tough
We don't want to go solo
Teach us the path to follow
 
Teach us, never leave us
Moreover teach us the right things
And we'll be happy you did
 
Teach us to number our days
Teach us not to be extremist
It never have a good pay
Then we've mature to be egalatarianist
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Nigeria Not Fake
 
The drizzling of the rain
percolating the land not gain
Nigeria not fake
Believe us for greater Nigeria's sake
 
We are the rain
this country needs
Could say it again
Excavate this bad seed
 
Nigeria not fake
Never, never be cynical
She is like a lake
develop what she takes a final
 
Nigeria needs someone
to clean up the mess
Give her what she wants
Reproduces good all to bless
 
She can change
We change, she change
With good, she grows
Nigeria not fake
I will bring the good change
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Polygamous Wedding Resolution
 
POLYGAMOUS WEDDING RESOLUTION(Yes I will make Nigeria Proud)  
 
Are you a good bride?
Of the groom Nigeria
The groom smiles with my act
Ca this be true with you?
 
Lets attain and retain Nigeria pride
So the world can know we ride
in peace, progress and prosperity
Will you do it?
Make Nigeria the groom
attain and retain his pride again
 
If you know u'll
Say I will
Next option
its worse than lions den
I will
Yes, I will make Nigeria proud
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Believe Nigeria
 
BELIEVE NIGERIA                       10
 
Nigeria my child
You are the best
Although you're maturing
I believe you will glow
 
Believe you, Nigeria
My child so imperial
Still easily gullibled
But very repairable
 
Though some sow
Bad seeds we know
To your mind
My heart have this hope
That you'll glow
Never to come low
When you're properly taught
 
Believe Nigeria
Believe my child will come first
Believe Nigeria
Will come best in the least
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Good Go
 
GOOD GO                                   11
 
The race set
The brace to bet
The grace we get
The pace we meet
 
It is a good go
Not a mere show
We must get the gold
This sure I know
 
No there is something to look
so our dream isn't fluke
Let no one draw back
Together we press to the mark
 
Good go, not slow
Unity and passion, the way to win
Get gold, made to glow
Understanding and purpose just what to know
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General Flu, Unemployment
 
I hate flu
not even general flu
Unemployment in the nation
Never me with all specification
 
I choose to work
but offices aren't enough
Employment is luck
many say getting is tough
 
My resolution
never to stay idle
With good unique identification
General flu, never invades you
 
Get immunized
Be yourself
Just realise
what to give others
Yearn to actualize
the mission that burn within
You can then justify
that General flu
never for you!
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Powerful Monster
 
POWERFUL MONSTER
 
Powerful monster
with big fist
Succulent like hippopotamus skin
Gazing through two monsters
called inherent character
clothed on imperfection
dirty very truly
cleaned by right information
he believes very hardly
this powerful monster
called inherent chaacter
you must clean
to make you specially matter
do this indeed
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Appeal To Terrorist
 
APPEAL TO TERRORIST(Terrorism is Suicide)
 
Killing is living
A ridiculous concept
A ridiculous concept
Please think twice
Terrorism is suicide
 
Be a man that makes
Build for God's sake
Terrorism is global relationship ache
Suicide is fake
 
You terrorist
How many can you kill
Can't change our priority
Even the least
Stop, lets make a deal
cos terrorism is suicide
 
We believe in dialogue
We could gain
from your opinion
Never be egocentric
to gather a flock
In peace comes great unionism
 
Don't die like trash
Risk suffering like Lucifer
Nothing good comes by danger
Terrorism is suicide
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Corruption Dissolution By Ehimika Ehimigbai
Emmanuel A Former Corper At Enugu En/11c/1624
 
Corruption Dissolution
 
I have a dream, this must become real
That one day, Nigeria will be sealed
From any form of corruption and its deal
Corruption dissolution in Africa with Nigeria taking the lead
 
This is a voice of a Nigerian making an appeal
Let us stop corruption, its nothing but a fools meal
It kills integrity, its destiny is nil
This is a bill to pay, for us to climb the revolution hill
 
 
 
 
Let us till our ground off corruption
Before it kills this good nation
Let us fade-out corrupt people with no exemption
Bestow and fill our systems with people having the right sense of vision
 
 
Enough of this sweet poison
Corruption is big vanity
Never be cynical, but a confident person
Stop corruption by dissolution for our purity.
 
 
 
If we can, then we're out of the chain
If we can, then we can say we overcame
If we can, our true liberty we can proclaim
Yes, we can and corruption will char in flame.
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Essential Reward
 
After hard day work comes pay,
working expecting results;
most times this is nay.
 
Essential reward,
a good man should win award.
Essential reward
is diligence distinguishing dozen disciples.
 
Country lacking essential reward
never moves forward.
Many reap where not sown
while the faithful go
in seasonless sorrow.
This God forbid!
 
Essential reward
the peak of great excellence.
Essential reward
the fear of on-lookers.
Surely essential reward
should have the final say.
Making our deeds
the greatest need.
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Tribute To Wisdom
 
The breeze of the night
brings coolness without sight
 
The song of the heart
erupts joy on sorrow's path
 
And wisdom's wealth is plentiful
with ways so wonderful
 
Wisdom is the key to life
It gets excellence without strife
 
With wisdom in your pocket
You have no regret
 
A tribute to wisdom
Wisdom is dominion simplified
A tribute to wisdom
Making life beautifully amplified.
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Queen Africa
 
Queen Africa
Robed with a glittering gown
 
The treasure replica
Queen Africa
 
Nigeria, queen Africa
Queen with dautless lustre crown
Queen Africa
Robed with a glittering gown.
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Beautiful Country
 
Like a flower,
mixed with complimentary colours:
this is my beautiful country.
 
A high tower
with natural and mineral honours.
Nigeria the beautiful country.
Fortified with a great power
with smiling faces.
Beautiful country.
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Eagle In The Middle
 
Right in the middle of impossibilities
There soars a thing with great capability
I can't imagine its strength and agility
It is an eagle in time of uncertainty
 
My body always vibrate with this eagle within
Expression of it has been my greatest passion
Now is the time to bring my best built in
This eagle must soar with all its dimensions
 
The eagle within also called zeal
If it soars it does wonder
Optimism its only meal
This eagle will go up yonder.
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A Better African
 
You not only aggitated.
Us really wink with inconvinience.
Think u're only affected?
We're all swimming in this pool experience.
 
Take it easy
before its late,
Lets see what it will give;
Take it easy 
it might be our fate,
We may embrace it and live.
 
Yes, live to tell the story
of this initial pain,
And experience the glory
of its innate gain.
 
Just take it easy,
Embrace with the right heart;
And live life easy,
This is a better art.
Never bitter Africa,
A better African.
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Take It Easy
 
You not only aggitated.
Us really winks with inconvinience.
Think u're only affected,
We're all swimming in this pool experience.
 
Take it easy
before its late,
Lets see what it will give;
Take it easy 
it might be our fate,
We may embrace it and live.
 
Yes, live to tell the story
of this initial pain,
And experience the glory
of its innate gain.
 
Just take it easy,
Embrace with the right heart;
And live life easy,
This is a better art.
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So It Be Clean
 
So it be clean
Then my country celebrate again
 
This is the deal
So it be clean
 
Clean the seal
Of tribalistic gain
So it be clean
Then my country celebrate again
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Nigeria Very Good
 
Never seen a country
With resouces like Oil Palm tree
Where all parts so useful
Truely very good and wonderful
 
Nigeria very good
Good with great gain
This always so real
Very good Nigeria green
 
Who says otherwise?
Sure better in future
A land with spice
Very good Nigeria picture
 
So great a place
With smiling black face
Believing in God for a change
Very good Nigeria image
 
Green white green
Productivity peace proof
With no common sin
My very good Nigeria good.
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Very Good Nigeria
 
Never seen a country
With resouces like Oil Palm tree
Where all parts so useful
Truely very good and wonderful
 
Nigeria very good
Good with great gain
This always so real
Very good Nigeria green
 
Who says otherwise?
Sure better in future
A land with spice
Very good Nigeria picture
 
So great a place
With smiling black face
Believing in God for a change
Very good Nigeria image
 
Green white green
Productivity peace proof
With no common sin
My very good Nigeria roof
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Follow Through
 
What I give I get
What to know is the first
All we need to rule
 
Life gives not what you deserve
Answers only to how you demand
To get it in full
Follow through
 
Set the step
Make the mark
Be the Mr. Right
Follow through
 
After u've got the price
Having given your part
Just then its true
When you really
Follow through
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I Love My Country Nigeria
 
I love my country Nigeria
A country so imperial and essential,
with feasible human and natural blessings
like the population of bacteria.
I'm proud to be a Nigerian.
We can cultivate
this good land together,
till we're the world's finest brand.
I believe my land called Nigeria
don't bring any 'wahala'.
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Get Wet
 
As the rain drips,
ideas sink so deep.
Get wet,
it washes ignorance.
Think, get new ideas,
will prevent sweat.
Think and get wet
to bring out your best.
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A Better Thing
 
Men never believe
what will make them live;
We all adhere
to ideas leading nowhere
 
Lets us accept
a better thing;
A better thing
with the right tip;
A better thing,
making us the best team.
 
I believe better things.
Also known as truth.
Truth like bread and butter
makes the world better.
Embrace a better thing.
Do that for  a better you.
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Think About It
 
You could think,
Just about anything.
Rather choose only right things
to think, as well as teach.
Think what makes better,
Think good;
Think what brings us together,
As one Nigeria very special,
Think about it.
Nigeria pleads today,
Think a good Nigeria.
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Useful Youth
 
Great youth, you at prime
Present and future leaders of our time
Youthful, useful strength
The best thing a person can be
 
 
Useful youth, with all exuberance
Life unravels with all its substance
Enganging the mind to a plan not mere acquaintance
Maximizing youthful potential, a determinant to abundance
 
 
There is no idle youth anywhere
Youths are busy doing something everywhere
Getting going somewhere or nowhere
Do the right thing useful youth.
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Think A Good Nigeria
 
You could think,
Just about anything.
Rather choose only right things
to think as well as teach.
Think what makes better,
Think good;
Think what brings us together,
As one Nigeria very special,
Think about it.
Nigeria pleads today,
Think a good Nigeria.
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My Father Land, Nigeria
 
This is my land
It is my father land
Oh, a place to stay
Lets call spade a spade
The land is green
The people good
Nigeria, my father land
Africa its birth place
A rainbow land
Glitters with its treasure base
I'm proud enough
to spring up special
from Nigeria, great land
Where we all shall stand
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My Dream Of Nigeria
 
I want to see a Nigeria
That love itself
No matter the tribe
 
I love to see a Nigeria
Of our dream
Without corruption
 
I long to see a Nigeria
Whose political leaders
Are world pace-setters
 
I hope to see a Nigeria
Where our citizens
Will be the most patriotic
 
I hope to see
A Nigeria of my dream
Nigeria will be great
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Nigeria, Good People, Great Nation
 
Nigeria good people
Together we build a great nation
No doubt we are
The world even believes that
 
A change of mindset
Can bring us to great sunset
A sunset and a new dawn
Of a great Nigeria with good people
 
You can do something
To make this nation great
Have a change of mindset
Do that thing, good people
 
Goal getter for greater Nigeria
Good people we are
Great Nation, good people
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Women, Real Men
 
Women are men's womb
Respect, they need
They make the world move
Give them the love
Protection brings out their worth
Then you will know
Women are real men
Let every woman be loved
Then we have an all men's world
Women, real men.
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Start Small
 
If u're too big to start small,
u're too small to start big,
said my pastor.
Start small, then grow tall:
advice of most mentors.
So when u're up,
you can thank God;
appreciating those down-line.
Start small, then shine.
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Pressing On
 
Pressing for the prize
Press the only price
Do it twice
Advice to the wise
Pressing on is a spice
Add to purpose for productivity
It improves ability
Conquerors identity
Pressing on, winners mentality
Pressing on to dignity
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Leaders Are Right Dealer
 
Everyone is a leader
Depends on the deal
But I love right dealers
Who are true leaders
 
Deal well with people
Be a right dealer
Let your integrity be known, leader
Leaders are right dealers
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Getting Along
 
Getting along in a world of distractiom
Giving alone in a place of want
Make known a timely perfection
What I add is what I worth
 
Do what is right
Make the world more bright
Getting along with your light
Moving humanity from a plight
 
This we will do
Getting along to victory
Till we make the mark
Sharing always this good story
Getting along with you
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Love Is All
 
Love is all
Blossom what is small
Till it stands tall
With it you never fall
 
Love is not an illussion
But a life to live
It's not sheer emotion
Something, yes to give
 
Give it to all to live
It is the heart of life
Infact, love is life
Love is all
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You Can, We Can
 
If you can, we can.
Just when you can,
we can make a mark.
Be a man.
Yes, you can.
I can't do what you can,
you can't do what I can.
Together, we'll do it.
When you can,
then we can.
We are together,
as  no one is master all either.
Absolutely,
we surely can.
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Make It Work
 
You can
Make it work
With what you have
Including what you give
This is not a joke
A neccessity to make it
Sacrifice all
Script accomplishment, no fall
Make it work
Its winners' world
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Certain People
 
I love something
A  certain people
So optimistic
Visionist and idealist
They make it
Often so easy
With wisdom and passion
They achieve it
Certain people achieve
Certain people are passive
But I like certain people
Who work toward the prize
Certified people, certain people now certified.
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Choose Good
 
This is my school.
A place to choose
this early what to do.
Good and bad
says choose me.
 
Nothing but the right way,
that to choose.
Then a voice came so softly.
Recognised it as good.
Saying choose me,
this is the path
to trend and trust.
When u've choosen good.
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Hope Never Fails
 
No matter the hail
Hope never fails
Even in flood it sails
to expectation's place
Hope just the right mail
Sets you at the fastest rail
Also the right nail
that binds you with dreams, no bail
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Father's Mate
 
Growing to a phase
beyond any imaginery pace
Getting on again
Till we're blessed with fathers gain
 
Induction the way
Mimicking and living
Working as fathers mate
 
Lets learn to share
from fathers mate to know
then we become equal peer
With father's mate
 
Mentoring and measuring up
So we can know all
Just to grow tall
Then we're father's mate.
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Further Now
 
A place above the hill
that to feel
Further now, we will
It is a deal
 
Paying the bill
Opening the seal
till we win
Just further now
 
Give a date
with good fate
It is not late
to fasten the rate
 
Further now
do not wait
Then you know how
that further now
is really great.
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Peace Meal
 
Get me the sit,
just to rest a bit;
Then comes a great tip.
Direction, what peace keep.
Makes never fall into the pit.
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My Safe Place
 
My safe place,
where I will rest;
My safe place,
which could give me the best;
Sure, soon I will find
my safe place.
Keeps me good and fine.
Is very nice,
my safe place.
A world with love,
where you and I are one.
Lets make this place safe,
for love's sake;
I get what I crave,
with your love,
paradise we make.
Make your world safe too.
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Basic Truth
 
You need me
I need you
Basic truth
 
The world is one
God is one
You are good
We can unite
Basic truth
Don't be rude
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Accountabilty My Greatest Priority
 
Something to fight is corruption
Something to embrace is accountability
Nothing better than perfection
Everything to get in this race as our priority
 
Accountability my greatest priority
With dignity as the only identity
As corruption never makes glow
 
Growing is what makes glow
With proofs to show
Development then becomes
The next room-mate
As success shall surely be our fate
 
Accountability gives us good fate
Integrity just our faith
With this accountability light of mine
We will certainly shine
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Perish To Flourish
 
Who can say flourish
But recognise the world perish
Think of the seed
Known to perish indeed
When planted for real
Rises up for our need
 
The seed does this
Perish to flourish
Kill unwanted deeds
Till one can nourish
Also destroys bad character breed
 
I am not a fish
That never leaves its field
Better taking the risk to flourish
But the super story summary is
Perish to flourish
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Leadership Is Correct Ability
 
Leadership never subjects
Leadership is not controlling
Leadership is influencing
Leadership is implementing natures budget
Leadership is impacting
 
When you do well
No matter the hell
You are a leader
Do not be deceived
Everyone can be a leader
 
Just be good
You are a leader
In the right mood
You are a leader
Believe this
Leadership is correct ability
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Nothing To Worry
 
There is no need to worry
So far in the right track
 
No need to be sorry
You determine yourself to go back
 
Nothing to worry
Since you determine your story
 
No fear anywhere
As your God is everywhere
 
No need to worry
Worry only brings sorry
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Giving The Best
 
Working is living
Waiting is fading
Giving the best
Nothing but a must to win
 
Give to glow
What I know
Staying in touch
With true worth
 
I must give my best
Then I know the next
When the supreme is pleased
I will flow in ceaseless bliss
Giving the best
All to make the world better
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Real Victory Beneath
 
A passion within
Birthened to the time we win
Till victory comes therein
 
Victory beneath I have
Victory beneath you have
We are really victors
This I know no doubt
 
Sing the victory song
Get every one along
Victory beneath
Revealed by confession
With right action
Just the dose to arose
Victory beneath
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Skill Not Skin
 
Nothing kills like low self-esteem
Nothing fills like understanding you are destined
This has no bearing with skin
Skin matters not but your skill
 
We blacks shouldn't lack but till
Until we find that thing within
That affects our environment and field
Never you be deceived
Its skill not skin
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